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“Hello,
It's been a year and a half since FORGE started its activities on
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technology that enables exciting interactive teaching on top of
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advanced FIRE testbeds. The tools, which are already available,
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aim to make FIRE facilities to be seamlessly used by both learners
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and teachers. The concepts of widgets and FIRE adapters proved

 What we are up to a.k.a.

to be an efficient way of building and operating interactive FIRE

dissemination of FORGE

courses. Widgets allow learners to experience interactivity
through many standard web means (e.g. ePubs and eBooks). FIRE
Adapters make the life of course developers easier and let teachers deploy interactive lab resources in a
matter of minutes. All this technology is integrated into what we call FORGEBox, while all of our shared
artifacts are maintained in FORGEStore. We hope you will enjoy exploring them. More on FORGEBox
below.”
Christos Tranoris—FORGE’s technical coordinator

Christos Tranoris’ FORGE presentation during the review meeting
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the

component

interactive

that

learning

content with FIRE resources. It comprises
a set of services that provide and host interactive widgets, as well as the interface with the FIRE
resources (via well-known FIRE APIs or with the Fed4FIRE portal). LMSs, eBooks and any future
elements that wish to consume FORGE content, will need to discover reference points of widgets
and Lab Courses descriptions. FORGEBox can provide the host of such interactive content.
FORGEBox’s main goal is to make the life of course developers easier when developing FIRE
interactive courses. It also offers mechanisms to automatically create and publish interactive
courses and make them accessible to various LMSs by using standard mechanisms and APIs, like
SCORM packaging and ePub export. Finally, FORGEBox can host various services, such as instant
solutions for deploying a lab course with a single click. This is done internally by using tools
developed by Fed4FIRE, such as the so called jFed CLI tool.
A running instance of FORGEBox is located at

http://forgebox.eu/fb/. Currently 11 course

modules with several interactive parts are made available by FORGE partners, and they are
covering topics on advanced networking, wireless networks and FIRE facilities usage. More are
expected as the project continues, both from partners but also from the project’s Open Call.
FORGEStore is a shared repository which contains widgets, FORGEBox services, FIRE adapters
and shared interactive courses packaged as SCORMs. All our tools are currently developed by the
FORGE team members, but we are expecting several third party organisations from the Open
Calls to be interested in creating and sharing learning materials for FIRE experimentation.
FORGEStore can be found at http://www.forgestore.eu
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Are you a learner or teacher?
Just visit http://forgebox.eu/fb/, open an account and
experience a new exciting way of using FIRE
Are you a developer or just willing to install your own
FORGEBox? Download or contribute to our source code:
https://github.com/bakkostas/ForgeBox and https://
github.com/ctranoris/forgestore

Open Call
Opening the FORGE platform - Build
your own interactive course for free!

The FORGE project will launch an Open Call for the development or use of experiment-driven
courses using the FORGE tools and processes together with FIRE facilities, and offers the chance
to educational institutions to include these innovative courses to their curricula. Through this
open call, the project opens up the FORGE platform to volunteers from the learning community
and elsewhere, who want to exploit FIRE facilities for educational purposes and contribute to the
FORGE ecosystem. FORGE is seeking contributions and new developments of educational
material within the FORGE platform and tools.
The open call will be launched at the end of March 2015 as continuous open access to the
FORGE tools, meaning that no strict procedures for proposal submission and evaluation will be
applied. It will remain active throughout the duration of the rest of the project, i.e. until
September 2016. In order to be able to
provide optimal support to the participants
and

facilitate

the

implementation

Apply for the

of

proposals, a cut-off date for submission of

FORGE Open Call

proposals will be set after the announcement
of the call. After this the call will be extended

and be entitled to:

into consecutive phases of submission and
implementation of proposals.



platform

Duration of the call: March 2015 – September
2016
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details,

including

the

direct liaison with the FIRE
community

1st proposal submission cut-off date: Friday,

More

free access to the FORGE tools and

computing resources for education

official

announcement, the application form and

use of real hardware and world class



necessary documentation, will be published

free access to GRNET’s cloud
infrastructure to build your courses

soon at the Open Call page of the project’s


website: http://ict-forge.eu/opencall/

free transformation of your course
into an e-Book to use inside your

A permanent channel for further information

class

and submission of inquiries has also been
established,

at

the

following

address:



opencall@ict-forge.eu.

guaranteed support by the FORGE
consortium, covering guided training
and technical assistance

The channel is already open!

Evolution of HTTP Course
Description

The aim of this lab course is for students to better understand the
evolution and behaviour of the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP)

protocol. In particular, this lab course illustrates the fundamental concept of persistent
connection, which allows the version 1.1 of HTTP to use a single TCP-connection to get all the
objects of the page. Furthermore, this lab makes the students model and verify through
experimentation the downloading time in function of the end-to-end delay, network capacity,
number of object in HTML file and the HTTP version.
The targeted students of this interactive lab course are undergraduate students studying for a
Masters degree in Computer Science Engineering. The course has firstly be used in the lab
sessions within the course “Network Technologies” (at the University of Western Sydney
Australia), in complement to traditional wireshark labs. Secondly, these practical sessions were
also used in the “Wireless networks and communications systems” (link: https://www.tcd.ie/
Engineering/ undergraduate/maiyear5/modules/5C2.pdf ) course at the Electrical and Electronic
Engineering School at Trinity College Dublin (Ireland), where this course can also be studied.
These two use cases, however, are not exclusive. The lab course can be integrated in to any
other introduction to networking course. Students do not require any initial skills in
communication

networks

Implementation

or

underlying

basic

network

protocols.

This NICTA prototype course was originally targeted at two
testbeds within the FIRE consortium: the Virtual Wall and the

NICTA Exogeni platform, but it is suited to any virtual or real platform. The Virtual Wall consists of
300 multi-core servers and the NICTA exogeni platform has a capacity of 200 Virtual CPU
connected to the Internet 2 network.
Under the hood, the NICTA prototype relies on both Federated Resource Control Protocol (FRCP)
and the OML Measurement Stream Protocol (OMSP) protocols. FRCP defines the interaction
between experiment controller and resource controller entities using a small set of REST-like
messages. These interactions are asynchronous and use a publish and subscribe system for
added robustness. OMSP describes the format and transport of measurement between injection
points (e.g. an application resource) and collection points (e.g. a storage server).

Availability

The latest version of this course is available as a responsive website (link:
http://ireel.mytestbed.net/) for laptops, tablets, smartphones etc. It can

also be accessed as an online course via http://forgebox.eu website

Upcoming conferences

IEEE Global Engineering Education Conference
(EDUCON 2015)
18-20 March 2015, Tallinn University of Technology, Tallinn, Estonia
The IEEE Global Engineering Education Conference is the sixth in the series of
conferences that rotates between central locations in IEEE Region 8, Europe,
Middle East and North Africa.
Website: http://www.educon-conference.org/educon2015/index.php

2nd CI-FIRE Industry Workshop (at NetFutures
2015)
24 March 2015, The Egg, Brussels
The 2nd CI-FIRE Industry Workshop focuses on the business case for software
and hardware testing before taking new future internet products and services to
market. Large-scale experimental deployments and test solutions are also
becoming increasingly important to address the security risks of IoT.
The workshop is for businesses and entrepreneurs that need to test a beta
technology or new idea. Businesses can learn about cutting-edge ICT facilities
that support larger scale testing in realistic conditions.
Website: http://www.ci-fire.eu/2nd-industry-workshop-agenda

